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ESSENTIAL STEPS

TO PAIN-FREE



The information in this book 

is not a replacement for the 

services of a physician or health 

care professional. Please do not 

use this e-book to diagnose 

or treat a medical or health 

condition. Please consult 

a physician in all matters 

relating to your health, and use 

discretion when using any of 

the strategies mentioned here.
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The primary causes of pain from golf are:

Despite the perception that golf is a low-impact 
sport, golf can be very physically demanding. 

It requires a combination of strength, mobility, 
flexibility and explosive power. 

Golf requires much more athletic ability than 
many people imagine. Ignoring the physical 
demands of the sport often lead to people to 

suffer from injury.

people around the world 
play golf, sometimes in 
their 80s even 90’s!

of Amateur golfers, over 
a two year period will 
experience an overuse golf 
injury

40%

Too much

Play or

Practice

improper 

warm up

routine

Poor

Swing 

Mechanics



You may be thinking, “I don’t have any specific 
pains, I just want to hit the golf ball a little further” 
If that is you, this book will also have viable 
information to help you do just that! With that 
being said, I wouldn’t skip over the information 
regarding pain and discomfort because you 
can use it as injury prevention or “ProActive” 
measures!

Understand that we are not trying to change or 
alter your golf swing. Our main focus is to remove 
any pain that you are experiencing, correct any 
biochemical imbalances, as well as improve your 
strength and range of motion (ROM) to allow you 
to play the great game of golf pain free. Note that 
as your body starts to function as it was designed 
to do your golf swing may ultimately change from 
improved biomechanics!
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The 5 Essential Ways To Achieving A 

Pain-Free Golf Swing And
Adding 15+ Yards Off The Tee!

01Test Your Range Of Motion (ROM)

In order to achieve a full golf swing, you need 
proper upper back extension and rotation. Due 
to years of postural habits people maintain, most 
people do not have the necessary upper back 
motion for safe, pain free movement. When the 
upper back motion is not optimal, the low back 
rotates more than it should, resulting in low back 
pain eventually. 

The average golfer should should be able to 
perform the following movement pain free:

Trunk Flexion: the golfer should be able to bend 
over at the hips and touch the mid-shin
Extension: the golfer should be able to perform a 
mini back bend with hands on hips
Side-bending: the golfer should be able to bend to 
the side by, sliding the hand down the leg so that 
the hand touches the knee 
Rotation (specifically thoracic or upper back): 
The golfer should be able to rotate the spine while 
keeping the hips facing forward (square).



01Test Your Range Of Motion Continued...

Along with good upper back motion, your body 
also requires good shoulder motion for a full golf 
swing. If the shoulders are tight and stiff, the 
muscles surrounding the shoulders need to work 
harder to get your arms through your full motion. 
This increased activity of the shoulder muscles 
can eventually cause shoulder pain and eventually 
progress to impingement or rotator cuff tears.  

The average right handed golfer should be able 
to achieve a minimum of 70 degrees of right and 
left shoulder external rotation for the backswing 
as well as follow through. The ultimate goal is to 
get as close to 90 degrees of external rotation as 
possible. 

If you are unable to achieve this motion in your 
shoulders it is likely that you will compensate 
elsewhere therefore leading to a less than ideal golf 
shot.

If you are noticing any of the items listed above 
we highly recommend that you start with  a 
Completely FREE discovery visit (valued at $250) 
with ProActive Physical  Therapy and Wellness to 
allow you play a full 18 holes (or more!) with your 
family and friends.
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02Warm Up Before You Play

Proper warm up is vital when it comes to 
protecting yourself from injury during golf. I know 
that we have all been guilty of jumping out of the 
car, throwing on our golf shoes, grabbing our clubs, 
(maybe opening up a beer) and heading to the first 
tee and taking a huge swing with our driver. 
 
If you are laughing to yourself right now that just 
means you are guilty!
 
Understand that warming up will set the tone for 
how you play that day. I highly suggest that you 
get to the course 20-25 minutes early and perform 
a proper warm-up before teeing off. I promise you, 
your body will thank you for it. 
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Scan the QR code for 
exercises from Dr. Evans 
that you can perform 
prior to teeing off. You 
only need to perform 10-
15 reps of each exercises:

If you are unable to scan the QR code, go to 
the video directly at the following URL:

https://youtu.be/NzDM9jVbYaU



03Treat Your Feet

Did you know that when you play a full round (18 
holes) of golf on a regulated course you typically 
walk between 3 and 6 miles? Now this is all 
dependent on the length of the course, how often 
you are searching for shanked balls and obviously if 
you are using a golf cart.
 
With all that walking it is vital that you have proper 
shoewear. I highly recommend orthotics to my 
patients. In our clinic we offer 3D foot scans to our 
patient’s to ensure that their orthotic is customly 
fit to them. The orthotics that we use at ProActive 
Physical Therapy and Wellness address the 3 
different arches of your feet to ensure maximum 
comfort and support. We actually have an orthotic 
designed specifically for golfers called the ParFlex 
Plus (shown below).

This custom orthotic is ideal for avid golfers, 
whether amateur or professional, who are looking 
to improve their game. This ParFlex Plus has been 
proven to increase club-head speed and drive 
distance while minimizing foot fatigue .
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04Immediate Golf Modifications To Your Game

If you are dealing with pain and/or discomfort 
during golf but aren’t ready to commit to starting 
physical therapy we completely understand. At 
ProActive Physical Therapy and Wellness we like to 
meet you where you currently are on your journey 
to pain free golf. 

Below are a couple of modifications and tips/tricks 
that you can perform in the meantime:

• Reduce your swing length
• Slow down the tempo of your swing
• Open your lead hip towards the target line
• When carrying your golf bag try carrying it on the 
   non painful side or use a golf trolley/push cart
• Ensure that you have proper shoes
• When stepping out of sand trap try to step from 
   the most shallow part
• If having knee or low back pain during swing try 
   using spikeless shoes
• Use the “golfers lift” to pick ball up off the ground 
   or when teeing the ball up

***Understand that these are all just modifications to try to 

manage the pain. It is always best to determine the TRUE 

causation of the pain and develop a plan to SOLVE the 

problem once and for all. At ProActive Physical Therapy and 

Wellness we specialize in getting to the root cause of the 

problem and not simply masking the symptoms***
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05GET PHYSICAL WITH 
PHYSICAL THERAPY
While the teaching professional can help you to 
fix the hitch in your swing, a physical therapist 
can take you through a full body screening and 
evaluate areas where you may be restricted in your 
movement and/or deficient in your body’s ability to 
provide stability during the golf swing.  Identifying 
these deficiencies can PREDICT what golf swing 
characteristics one may have.  The appropriately 
trained physical therapist can lead you through 
stretching and strengthening exercises to address 
these movement and stability limitations that 
cause your swing characteristics, and, thus, your 
body’s pain.

Getting to see a hands-on specialist physical 
therapist means you are going to get very fast 
access to care that will soothe and relax tight 
muscles, loosen stiff joints and strengthening your 
body to get back to all the activities that back pain 
has stopped. 

In addition your physical therapist will give you 
all the answers for your condition to diagnosis 
and explain WHY your shoulder, back, or knee is 
hurting. 
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Daily Lower Back Exercise Rituals

In addition to going to physical therapy, you want 
to make sure any exercises you are doing are right 
for you.  

Not all back pain is the same and therefore not 
all exercises will help.  But starting with simple 
stretching that feels good will help long term with 
development of a routine to prevent flare ups. 

Lastly a walking routine even if just 10-15 minutes a 
day can help improve your low back mobility and 
stiffness. 
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Seeking Physical Therapy

PROACTIVEPTLOU.COM

If you have suffered from lingering pain with no 
improvement for longer than 1 week, we’d like to 
offer you a Free Golf Assessment! 

We want to help you get back to the links and 
better off the tee than ever! During your Golf 
Assessment we will provide you with a better 
understanding of what is going on, give You peace 
of mind, and offer solutions to YOUR specific 
concerns.  

To schedule a visit or Golf Assessment visit:

Call or text for questions:
502.512.2165

Email:
info@proactiveptlou.com


